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Are You Performing All The Steps In Setting A Tank?
Fall is just around the
corner. With fall comes
tank sets. Are you doing
the job correctly?
There are several important steps in setting a
tank—determining the
load, sizing the tank, sizing the line, installing the
line.
Once the tank is put in
place, the job is still not
complete. A pressure test
and leak test must be conducted to make sure the
system is sound.

When the installation is
complete it is also a good
idea to make sure
the customer is familiar with propane and your
company’s emergency procedures.
If one of those
steps is skipped or
performed incorrectly, problems
may occur down
the road.
This issue of
Think Safety will fo-

cus on several components rectly sizing a system.
of setting the tank and cor-

Determining The Load:
The first step in sizing a
system is determining the

total load to be placed on number by adding
the system. Determine this the BTU input of
all appliances to
be included on the
system. This sum
is your total BTU
load. The BTU input of an appliSizing The Tank ............................. Page 2
ance should be available on
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growth into
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decides to
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add appliances in
the future. This is
an especially important consideration for the indoor
piping.
Consider that
many of today’s
appliances require more
BTUs than their predecessors. For instance, tankless
water heaters often have a
much larger BTU capacity
than conventional gas water heaters. Many homes
have larger gas ranges than
those of the past as well.
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Sizing The Tank:
It is important to think of
worst-case scenarios when
sizing propane storage
tanks. The outside temperature and the volume of liquid in the tank both greatly
affect the rate at which liquid propane will be vaporized for use by household
appliances.
When propane vapor is
withdrawn from the tank
the pressure is lowered
causing the liquid to boil in
an effort to replace the
pressure. The liquid is
heated by the air outside
through the “wetted” portion of the tank, or the part
of the tank in contact with
the liquid.
This heat is needed to
bring the propane to a boil.
Since the vapor absorbs

only a small amount of
heat, the liquid content of
the tank has a great impact
on the vaporization rate as
does the outside air temperature. A lower air temperature provides less heat
to heat the liquid propane.
In West Virginia, most
vaporization problems occur with 100 lb cylinders,
though the problem could
occur with large tanks if the
BTU load exceeds the capacity of a tank to produce
vapor in low temperatures.
A tank should be sized to
allow sufficient vaporization at lower volumes of
liquid. The charts at the
right provide vaporization
information for 100 lb cylinders and other tanks.

Sizing The Line:
Correct line size is one of also the component most
the most critical compo- often sized incorrectly.
nents to a properly operatAn undersized line can
ing propane system. It is lead to frequent service
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calls, damage to the appliance or home and even
safety concerns as it restricts operating pressure to
the appliance. Low operating pressure affects the fuelair combustion ratio and
increases the emmitance of
carbon monoxide.
Use the following simple
method to assure the selection of the
correct sizes
of piping and
tubing for LPGas vapor systems. Piping
between first and second

stage regulators is considered, as well as low pressure
(inches water column) piping between second stage or
integral twin stage regulators and appliances.
Instructions:
Determine the total gas
demand for the system by
adding, up the
BTU/hr input
from the appliance nameplates and adding demand as
appropriate for
future appliances.
Continued on page 3
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Sizing The Line:
Continued from page 2

For second stage or integral twin stage piping:
Measure length of piping
required from outlet of
regulator to the appliance
furthest away. No other length
is necessary to do the sizing.
Make a simple sketch of
the piping.
Determine the capacity
to be handled by each sec-

tion of piping. For example, the capacity of the
line between the second
stage regulator and the first
appliance must handle the
total demand of all the appliances; the capacity of the
line in the next section must
also be able to handle the
gas flow of all the appliances it feeds.
Using Table 3 select

proper size of tubing or
pipe for each section of piping, using values in BTU/
hr for the length determined from step #2-A. If
exact length is not on chart,
use next longer length. Do
not use any other length for this
purpose! Simply select the
size that shows at least as
much capacity as needed for
each piping section.

For piping between first
and second stage regulators:
For a simple system with
only one second stage regulator, merely measure length
of piping required between
outlet of first stage regulator and inlet of second stage
regulator. Select piping or
tubing required from Table
1.
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Poly Tubing:
The upturn in copper
prices has driven propane
companies to use poly-pipe
in situations where they had
never used it before.
Poly pipe is very durable
as long as it is not exposed
to sunlight. Its aversion to
light necessitates a slightly
different type of installation. At the regulator on

each end of the yard line,
the poly must pass through
a riser. This riser protects
the tubing from the sun as
well as lawn equipment.
One end of the riser is attached to the regulator
while the other end is buried.
A metal tracer tape or
wire should be buried

slightly above the poly tubing. This tape or wire has a
dual purpose. It allows the
poly tubing to be located
with a metal detector, and
it provides warning to
people digging near the gas
line.
Like copper tubing, poly
must be correctly sized to
meet the load.

Familiarize The Customer With Propane:
is given safety literature
that explains what to do in
case a leak is detected. If
you do not have literature
available, carefully explain
leak procedures in detail
and make sure the customer
understands the procedures. Many accidents can
be prevented just by strict
adherence to this step. Be
sure to record any literature
or instructions given to the
customer concerning safety
issues.

Show
the cust o m e r
where the
e m e r g e n c y
phone
numbers
for your
company
can
be
found on
the tank.
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When the installation is
complete and all system
tests successfully perfor med the customer
should be familiarized
with propane and all company safety procedures.
Introduce the customer
to the smell of odorized
propane with use of
scratch and sniff literature or by introducing a
small amount of propane
into the atmosphere.
Make sure the customer
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1. The first step in sizing a system is determining the load to be placed on the system.
A. True
B. False
2. Determine the load on a system by____ of all appliance to be placed on the system.
A. Adding the BTU input B. Guessing the BTU input C. Adding the BTU output D. Guessing the BTU output
3. The system should be sized to fit only the appliances currently included in the system.
A. True
B. False
4. The vaporization rate of a tank is affected by what factors.
A. Volume of liquid in tank B. BTU draw on tank C. Price of tea in China

D. A and B

5. When propane vapor is withdrawn from a tank it causes the pressure inside the tank to increase.
A. True
B. False
6. What is the correct line size for section a to b in the following example?

A. 3/8”

B. 1/2”

C. 3/4”

D. 1”

7. What is the correct first-stage line size for the following two-stage system?

A. 3/8”

B. 1/2”

C. 3/4”

D. 1”

8. In the example for question 7, what mininum line size would be required for section a-e?
A. 3/8”

B. 1/2”

C. 3/4”

D. 1”
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1. The first step in sizing a system is determining the load to be placed on the system.
A. True
B. False
2. Determine the load on a system by____ of all appliance to be placed on the system.
A. Adding the BTU input B. Guessing the BTU input C. Adding the BTU output D. Guessing the BTU output
3. The system should be sized to fit only the appliances currently included in the system.
A. True
B. False
4. The vaporization rate of a tank is affected by what factors.
A. Volume of liquid in tank B. BTU draw on tank C. Price of tea in China

D. A and B

5. When propane vapor is withdrawn from a tank it causes the pressure inside the tank to increase.
A. True
B. False
6. What is the correct line size for section a to b in the following example?

A. 3/8”

B. 1/2”

C. 3/4”

D. 1”

7. What is the correct first-stage line size for the following two-stage system?

A. 3/8”

B. 1/2”

C. 3/4”

D. 1”

8. In the example for question 7, what mininum line size would be required for section a-e?
A. 3/8”

B. 1/2”

C. 3/4”

D. 1”

